
The monkey year wants you to be red!
[Adidas Tubular Nova Triple Red color
exposure - new shoes Netw - News Reports Release

New members of the 
Tubular family! Adidas Tubular Nova, which combines the trend of fashion with the trend of fashion, takes advantage of the "Triple
Red" color on the eve of the lunar new year. 

with the red body, full of fashion temperament! 
Although there is no 
red Yeezy Boost, but this small hit 10 points, and you? 
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is the world's highly anticipated super giant Air Yeezy II from the previous topic in Robert Rodriguez's Black Mamba in the first
exposure, but in the film a glance can not meet all the fans eager eyes shoes. In the Kanye West personal Coachella 2011 tour
singing, Kanye West again with this pair of super popularity items jade shoes, and is closer exposure of its mysterious veil. The Air
Yeezy II Air Yeezy inherited the high design, the uppers of leather, and it has a serpentine design and a large area of the devil felt
details, and in the bottom and Air Tech Challenge have the same design, in addition to its bottom and Air Yeezy have the same
translucent details. I believe there will be more Air, Yeezy, II follow-up messages over time, and shoe buffs will have to keep a close
eye on our tracking reports.
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